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A

adjective

Adjective: a word that describes a noun

the tall tree

Adverb: a word that describes verb

verb

noun

adverb of manner (how?)

She ran quickly.
Adverbial phrase: a group of words that is used to show time, reason, manner, place,
possibility or frequency
Examples

Possibility
Time = when?

surely, certainly, maybe,
perhaps, possibly, unlikely

Reason = why?

Frequency

Manner = how?
Place = where?

The birds sang early in the morning.
Sam didn’t eat his lunch because he felt sick.
With a grin, she turned and walked away.
He sat under the stars, gazing up.

often, sometimes, never,
regularly, hardly, a lot

It is very unlikely that it will snow tomorrow.
Jamie never hands his homework in on time.

Apostrophes for contraction:
Abstract noun:

Apostrophes for possession:
Singular

Plural

Antonyms: words with the opposite meaning
Examples:
•

Hot is the antonym of cold

•

Ancient is the antonym of modern

•

Messy is the antonym of tidy
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Determiners: the word that introduces a noun. These can be numbers or possessive pronouns eg. one bottle of milk was shared by two cats. OR his pencil/her coat
Other examples:

an, a and the are articles (types of determiners)

SATs question:

E
Expanded noun phrase:

simple noun phrase

noun phrase expanded
with an adjective
noun phrase expanded with two adjecnoun phrase expanded
with adjectives and a
prepositional phrase
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Prepositions: a word or phrase that tells you where something is or when it happened.

Prepositions of Place

Examples of using prepositions in sentences
The cat is inside the box.

Eliza has a dentist appointment in the afternoon.

A little bird is perched on a branch.

On Christmas Day, it is nice to share presents.
These are prepositional phrases because they are made of
several words to say where or when something happened

SATs questions:

Pronouns: words which avoid repetition and create cohesion.
The pronoun I
always needs a
capital letter
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Subject and object:

The subject is who or what is the main focus of the sentence and performing the verb.
The object is the person or thing that the verb is acting upon.

SATs question:

Subjunctive form:
The subjunctive form (or subjunctive mood) is the verb form used to explore a hypothetical
situation.
For example: If I were you, I would go.
As this is hypothetical, was becomes were

OR to express a wish: If I were a bit taller, I could reach the top shelf.
As this expresses a wish, was becomes were

OR to say a demand: I demand he be present.
As this expresses a demand, is becomes be
OR a suggestion: I propose he work full time.
As this expresses a suggestion, works becomes work.
SATs question:
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Tense: there are many different forms of tense you need to know.
Simple Present Tense

Simple Past Tense

Simple Future Tense

Past Perfect Tense
Auxiliary verbs

Past, present and future progressive tense
Examples:
I am walking to the shop.
I was walking to the shop.
I will be walking to the shop.

V
Verbs: are doing or being
words.
They are not just actions; they
can be feelings too.
Auxiliary verbs are used to
show tense and main verbs
show action or feeling.
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Auxiliary verbs in
red tell us the
tense.
The main verb in
green is written in
the progressive
form using ‘ing’.

